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How USAid sees the West African coastal States

West African economic growth rates have been insufcient in most countries to make signifcant reductons in 

poverty.  Essentallyy, West Africa’s farmers and frms produce and trade in highly localiz,ed markets and do not achieve

the sufcient economies of scale required to attrract broad-based investment that could accelerate growth and reduce 

poverty. This is due to a number of constraints including inefcient transportaton and trade barriers along corridors 

and at bordersy, a heavy reliance on family and informal sources of fnancingy, and an insufcient supply of reliable and 

affordable power. These factors result in West African products being uncompettve in the internatonal market place.

USAID/West Africa’s strategy is to work through regional organiz,atons and private sector associatons to address 

critcal constraints to compettveness and demonstrate West Africa’s productve potental in order to trigger greater 

regional investment

USAID/West Africa’s Feed the Future strategy identfes livestock (cattrley, sheep and goats) and grains (maiz,ey, ricey, 

millet and sorghum) as critcal staple foods for regional food security. These provide a substantal porton of the 

protein and calories in the West African diety, and regional trade is essental to ensure access to food and improve 

nutriton and resiliency to drought and climatc shocks.

Regional trade in livestock and grains faces a number of compettve challenges. Low yields make local rice 

uncompettve with Asian imports. The expansion of maiz,e producton is constrained by afatoxin and informal bans by

West African governments. Trade in cattrle and small ruminants are constrained by poor transportaton and graf along

trade corridors. Livestock trade is confned to live animals because cuts of local red meat cannot compete with 

imports. Improving storage life and product quality are among the top priorites of regional agricultural associaton 

members.

USAID is building the capacity of the West Africa Grains Network (WAGN) and the regional associaton for livestock 

and meat (COFENABVI) to help their members meet product requirementsy, negotate formal contractual obligatonsy, 

and access fnancial services. The Trade Hub and Partner Network link West African farmers to regional processors and

facilitate bettrer access to informaton on market opportunites and increase the understanding of market 

requirements. This includes building smallholder farmers’ capacites to meet health regulatons and gradingy, handlingy, 

and sortng requirements.

The remainder of this interestng Report can be viewed at: httrps://www.usaid.gov/west-africa-regiona/economic-
growth-and-trade
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Economic growth in West Africa rebounded to 2.5 per cent in 2017 and is projected to rise to 3.8 per cent in 2018 and 
3.9 per cent in 2019. Household consumpton and the relatie price recoiery of certain materials are expected to 
contribute to this performance.”

Marie-Laure Akin-Olugbadey, Deputy Director General of the African Development Bank for West Africay, identfed job 
creatony, especially for young people as the big challenge for the sub-region.

“The 2018 Regional Economic Outlook for West Africa presents a comprehensiie analysis of the economy and the 
labor market of 15 countries, focusing on macroeconomic stability, employment and poierty of the populaton liiing in
West Africa. Let us not forget that some of the countries in this sub-region are facing enormous security challenges,” 
she said.

The full Report can be downloaded at: httrps://www.afdb.org/en/documents/document/west-africa-economic-
outlook-2018-100849/

Role of Agriculture in the Economic Development of a Country

Some of the major role of agriculture in economic development of a country are as follows:

Agricultural sector plays a strategic role in the process of economic development of a country.

It has already made a signifcant contributon to the economic prosperity of advanced countries and its role in the 

economic development of less developed countries is of vital importance.

In other wordsy, where per capita real income is lowy, emphasis is being laid on agriculture and other primary 

industries.

“Increase in agricultural producton and the rise in the per-capita income of the rural community, together with the 

industrialisaton and urbanisaton, lead to an increased demand in industrial productonn-Dr. Bright Singh.

The history of England is clear evidence that Agricultural Revoluton preceded the Industrial Revoluton there. In U.S.A.

and Japany, also agricultural development has helped to a greater extent in the process of their industrialisaton. 

Similarlyy, various under-developed countries of the world engaged in the process of economic development have by 

now learnt the limitatons of putng over-emphasis on industrialisaton as a means to attrain higher per capita real 

income. “Thus industrial and agricultural developments are not alternatves but are complementary and are mutually 

supportng with respect to both inputs and outputs.”

It is seen that increased agricultural output and productvity tend to contribute substantally to an overall economic 

development of the countryy, it will be ratonal and appropriate to place greater emphasis on further development of 

the agricultural sector.

According to Prof. Kinderberger, Todaro, Lewis and Nurkse etc., agriculture makes its contributon to economic 

development in several ways, viz.

(1) By providing food and raw material to non-agricultural sectors of the economyy,
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(2) By creatng demand for goods produced in non-agricultural sectorsy, by the rural people on the strength of the 

purchasing powery, earned by them on selling the marketable surplusy,

(3) By providing investable surplus in the form of savings and taxes to be invested in non-agricultural sectory,

(4) By earning valuable foreign exchange through the export of agricultural productsy,

(5) Providing employment to a vast army of uneducatedy, backward and unskilled labour. As a mattrer of facty, if the 

process of economic development is to be initated and made self-sustainingy, it must begin for agricultural sector.

Role of Agriculture in Economic Development: 

The agriculture sector is the backbone of an economy which provides the basic ingredients to mankind and now raw 

material for industrialisaton.

Therefore, the role of agriculture for the development of an economy may be stated as below: 

1. Contributon to Natonal  ncome: 

The lessons drawn from the economic history of many advanced countries tell us that agricultural prosperity 

contributed considerably in fostering economic advancement. It is correctly observed thaty, “The leading industrializ,ed 

countries of today were once predominantly agricultural while the developing economies stll have the dominance of 

agriculture and it largely contributes to the natonal income. In Indiay, stll 28% of natonal income comes from this 

sector.

2. Source of Food Supply:

Agriculture is the basic source of food supply of all the countries of the world—whether underdevelopedy, developing 

or even developed. Due to heavy pressure of populaton in underdeveloped and developing countries and its rapid 

increasey, the demand for food is increasing at a fast rate. If agriculture fails to meet the rising demand of food 

productsy, it is found to affect adversely the growth rate of the economy. Raising supply of food by agricultural sector 

hasy, thereforey, great importance for economic growth of a country.

 ncrease in demand for food in an economy is determined by the following equaton: 

D = P + 2g

Herey,

D stands for Annual Rate of Growth in demand for food.

P stands for Populaton Growth Rate.



g stands for Rate of Increase in per Capita Income.

2 stand for Income Elastcity of Demand for Agricultural Products.

3. Pre-Requisite for Raw Material:

Agricultural advancement is necessary for improving the supply of raw materials for the agro-based industries 

especially in developing countries. The shortage of agricultural goods has its impact upon on industrial producton and 

a consequent increase in the general price level. It will impede the growth of the country’s economy. The four millsy, 

rice shellersy, oil & dal millsy, bready, meaty, milk products sugar factoriesy, wineriesy, jute millsy, textle mills and numerous 

other industries are based on agricultural products.

4. Provision of Surplus:

The progress in agricultural sector provides surplus for increasing the exports of agricultural products. In the earlier 

stages of developmenty, an increase in the exports earning is more desirable because of the greater strains on the 

foreign exchange situaton needed for the fnancing of imports of basic and essental capital goods.

Johnson and Mellor are of the opiniony, “In view of the urgent need for enlarged foreign exchange earnings and the 

lack of alternatve opportunitesy, substantal expansion of agricultural export producton is frequently a ratonal policy 

even though the world supply—demand situaton for a commodity is unfavorable.”

5. Shif of Manpower:

Initallyy, agriculture absorbs a large quantty of labour force. In India stll about 62% labour is absorbed in this sector. 

Agricultural progress permits the shif of manpower from agricultural to non-agricultural sector. In the inital stagesy, 

the diversion of labour from agricultural to non-agricultural sector is more important from the point of view of 

economic development as it eases the burden of surplus labour force over the limited land. Thusy, the release of 

surplus manpower from the agricultural sector is necessary for the progress of agricultural sector and for expanding 

the non-agricultural sector.

6. Creaton of  nfrastructure: 

The development of agriculture requires roadsy, market yardsy, storagey, transportaton railwaysy, postal services and 

many others for an infrastructure creatng demand for industrial products and the development of commercial sector.

7. Relief from Shortage of Capital:

The development of agricultural sector has minimiz,ed the burden of several developed countries who were facing the 

shortage of foreign capital. If foreign capital is available with the ‘strings’ attrached to ity, it will create another 



signifcant problem. Agriculture sector requires less capital for its development thus it minimiz,es growth problem of 

foreign capital.

8. Helpful to Reduce  nequality:

In a country which is predominantly agricultural and overpopulatedy, there is greater inequality of income between the

rural and urban areas of the country. To reduce this inequality of incomey, it is necessary to accord higher priority to 

agriculture. The prosperity of agriculture would raise the income of the majority of the rural populaton and thus the 

disparity in income may be reduced to a certain extent.

9. Based on Democratc Notons:

If the agricultural sector does not grow at a faster ratey, it may result in the growing discontentment amongst the 

masses which is never healthy for the smooth running of democratc governments. For economic developmenty, it is 

necessary to minimiz,e politcal as well as social tensions. In case the majority of the people have to be kindled with the

hopes of prosperityy, this can be attrained with the help of agricultural progress. Thus development of agriculture sector

is also relevant on politcal and social grounds.

10. Create Efectve Demand:

The development of agricultural sector would tend to increase the purchasing power of agriculturists which will help 

the growth of the non-agricultural sector of the country. It will provide a market for increased producton. In 

underdeveloped countriesy, it is well known that the majority of people depend upon agriculture and it is they who 

must be able to afford to consume the goods produced.

Thereforey, it will be helpful in stmulatng the growth of the non- agricultural sector. Similarly improvement in the 

productvity of cash crops may pave the way for the promoton of exchange economy which may help the growth of 

non-agricultural sector. Purchase of industrial products such as pestcidesy, farm machinery etc. also provide boost to 

industrial dead out.

11. Helpful in Phasing out Economic Depression:

During depressiony, industrial producton can be stopped or reduced but agricultural producton contnues as it 

produces basic necessites of life. Thus it contnues to create effectve demand even during adverse conditons of the 

economy.

12. Source of Foreign Exchange for the Country:

Most of the developing countries of the world are exporters of primary products. These products contribute 60 to 70 

per cent of their total export earnings. Thusy, the capacity to import capital goods and machinery for industrial 



development depends crucially on the export earning of the agriculture sector. If exports of agricultural goods fail to 

increase at a sufciently high ratey, these countries are forced to incur heavy defcit in the balance of payments 

resultng in a serious foreign exchange problem.

Howevery, primary goods face declining prices in internatonal market and the prospects of increasing export earnings 

through them are limited. Due to thisy, large developing countries like India (having potentalites of industrial 

development) are trying to diversify their producton structure and promote the exports of manufactured goods even 

though this requires the adopton of protectve measures in the inital period of planning.

13. Contributon to Capital Formaton:

Underdeveloped and developing countries need huge amount of capital for its economic development. In the inital 

stages of economic developmenty, it is agriculture that consttutes a signifcant source of capital formaton.

Agriculture sector provides funds for capital formaton in many ways as:

(i) Agricultural taxatony,

(ii) Export of agricultural productsy,

(iii) Collecton of agricultural products at low prices by the government and selling it at higher prices. This method is 

adopted by Russia and Chinay,

(iv) Labour in disguised unemploymenty, largely confned to agriculturey, is viewed as a source of investble surplusy,

(v) Transfer of labour and capital from farm to non-farm actvites etc.

14. Employment Opportunites for Rural People:

Agriculture provides employment opportunites for rural people on a large scale in underdeveloped and developing 

countries. It is an important source of livelihood. Generallyy, landless workers and marginal farmers are engaged in 

non-agricultural jobs like handicrafsy, furniturey, textlesy, leathery, metal worky, processing industriesy, and in other 

service sectors. These rural units fulfll merely local demands. In India about 70.6% of total labour force depends upon 

agriculture.

15.  mproving Rural Welfare:

It is tme that rural economy depends on agriculture and allied occupatons in an underdeveloped country. The rising 

agricultural surplus caused by increasing agricultural producton and productvity tends to improve social welfarey, 

partcularly in rural areas. The living standard of rural masses rises and they start consuming nutritous diet including 

eggsy, milky, ghee and fruits. They lead a comfortable life having all modern amenites—a bettrer housey, motor-cycley, 

radioy, television and use of bettrer clothes.



16. Extension of Market for  ndustrial Output:

As a result of agricultural progressy, there will be extension of market for industrial products. Increase in agricultural 

productvity leads to increase in the income of rural populaton which is turn leads to more demand for industrial 

productsy, thus development of industrial sector.

According to Dr. Bright Singhy, “Increase in agricultural producton and the rise in the per-capita income of the rural 

communityy, together with the industrialisaton and urbanisatony, lead to an increased demand in industrial 

producton.” In this wayy, agricultural sector helps promote economic growth by securing as a supplement to industrial 

sector.

Conclusion: 

From the above cited explanaton we conclude that agricultural development is a must for the economic development

of a country. Even developed countries lay emphasis on agricultural development. According to Muiry, “Agricultural 

progress is essental to provide food for growing non-agricultural labour forcey, raw materials for industrial producton 

and saving and tax revenue to support development of the rest of the economyy, to earn foreign exchange and to 

provide a growing market for domestc manufactures.”

That’s it for this editon.

John
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